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No Textbook. Original Work Sheets will be used on Google Classrooms.

Syllabus Details

Intermediate Level English Speaking

This course will introduce a number of interesting topics for students to practice and improve their English skill.

We will start each lesson with a "warm-up and break the ice" activity to get everyone speaking English.

Then, we will study about the specific topic of the lesson with fun and educational worksheets created by the teacher for

Pair-work and Group work.

Students can work in breakout rooms on Zoom to meet classmates virtually and hopefully make new friends.

We will check the grammar points for each lesson and note the use and reason for studying them.

After completing the course, students will have gained more confidence in expressing themselves in English, be able to

speak at length on a variety of topics and acquire more skill and vocabulary for successful English communication.

This super advanced speaking course consists of twelve classes. We will mainly use current news stories as the learning

materials, which the teacher will provide. Also, there will be lessons on music and movies. The lessons will be taught via

Zoom and will use Google Classroom as the class's LMS. The focus of the class will be reading, vocabulary building and

discussing various news stories from around the world on a variety of topics i.e. science & technology, social issues,

politics, and general interest. Focus will be on language register, context, meaning, idioms, irony, and humour. You are

expected to both ask questions and give meaningful responses i.e give reasons for your opinion. This will be an informal

class so have a coffee or tea during class. The first class will be an orientation and introduction class with subsequent

classes focused on the news.

No textbook required

In this course, we will learn to talk, have in-depth discussions and give a speech about various topics. This course consists

of twelve lessons (two lessons each day for six days) and each lesson will focus on a different topic, starting with a

familiar topic and expanding into broader areas.

The first half of each lesson will focus on building up vocabulary and expressions for the given topic through various

activities. In the second half, you will get to practice using the expressions in contexts starting from answering simple

questions in pairs and then moving on to whole-class discussion and speech.

Following are the topics that will be covered but it is open to suggestions and requests: Identity and Culture, Relationship

and Society, Technology and Science, Food and Health, the Internet and Education, Language and Communication.
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TOEFL iBT Speaking & Writing

In this course, we will focus on improving your scores for the TOEFL iBT Speaking & Writing sections. All students are

welcome, beginners as well as advanced students. We will try to help each and every student.

For the Speaking section, there are four types of questions: Personal Choice, Campus Announcement, General to Specific,

and Academic Lecture. The Personal Choice question is further broken down into three categories: Agree/Disagree,

Paired Choice, and Good Idea. We will be tackling each of these question types and help you learn strategies to increase

your score on the test.

For the Writing section, there are two parts: the Integrated Writing Question and the Independent Writing Question. We

will help you improve your scores in this section by using simple but effective techniques and templates.

In this course, we will learn and practice useful strategies for the TOEFL iBT but also try to have fun while doing so. We

will include short TV dramas and music to help stimulate your interest. Motivation is the key to success in anything. I

No textbook is necessary

Although this course focuses on LISTENING & READING, I have designed the lessons so that you will have the chance to

learn essential skills from EVERY PART of the TOEFL test : reading, listening, integrated/independent writing and

speaking. Learning these simple strategies will greatly improve your chances of getting a high score in the test.   The

other good news is that I am an official TOEFL trainer and have had lots of experience helping students get high scores in

the test.    EXAMPLE OF CONTENT:  Understanding the meaning of new words / Listening for the speaker's opinion /

Choosing the correct answer more quickly / Beating nerves in the speaking test / Reading large volumes of text in a short

and easy way...    If any student has a special request, please mail me any time.  Also, the good news is that these lessons

are in the morning: the best time to study!

No textbook
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汉语 试

German in Action

汉语 试


